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小词典

cli’mate [n|名]

气候 qì hòu [n|名]

➊ The weather conditions prevailing in an area in
general or over a long period: our cold, wet

climate 我们又冷又湿的气候 | agricultural
development is constrained by climate

Arts, Culture and Climate
Change: A Pocket Dictionary

气[氣] qì

农业的发展依存气候
➋ a region with particular prevailing weather con-

➊ gas ➋ air ➌ breath ➍ smell
➎ weather ➏ angry

气

ditions: vacationing in a warm climate
在温暖的气候休假

乞 [qì] r.84 »steam« radical
米 	[mı̆ ] r.119 »rice« radical

Steam and rice, a combination very
similar to 香 [xiāng]; wheat and sun,
emerging fragnance.

➌ the prevailing trend of public opinion or of
another aspect of public life: the current

气冲冲 qì chōng chōng very angry

economic climate 最近的政治的气氛

气喘   qì chuăn asthma

气动   qì dòng pneumatic

气氛   qì fēn athmosphere

Origin [来源]
Late Middle English

[迟中英语]

from old French

[古法语]

climat, or late Latin [迟拉丁文] clima, climat-,

from Greek [希腊语] klima ‘slope, zone’ [山坡、地区].
The term originally denoted a zone of the earth

between two lines of latitude, and later, a region
considered with reference to its atmospheric

      [i.e. a friendly ~; an active ~ ]
气功   qì gōng Qigong

气泡   qì pào air blister, air bubble
气象学 qì xiàng xué meteorology

候 hòu

conditions.

➊ to wait ➋ to greet ➌ time
➍ smell ➎ state (~of sth)

原来的含义是两个不同的高度之间的区，然

As this booklet is made for your notes during the event, we also would like

后：一个从它的大气的特征来看的地区。

to make it an inspiration for the dialogue and exchange among the conferees.
Climate, Change, Arts… what is the origin of these terms and what do they

➊ A person targeting an arrow,
➋ a person with a lord or marquis.

mean? We hope that the following citations from the Oxford English Dictionary and the Chinese-English Dictionary can be enriching for the discussion.
  The following key terms are explained in terms of their origin, but always

候鸟 hòu niăo migrant bird

in the context of the event. For example, the English term “change” be trans-

时候 shí hòu time

lated into three or more well-distinguished Chinese terms. For Non-Chinese,
it may be interesting to take a closer look at the detailed meaning of the charac

问候 wèn hòu greetings, to greet
Phrases/Derivates [句子、衍生]

ters. The added explanations are not really of scientific nature — but they can

climatic (形容词) | climatical (形容词)

give you a feeling of their connotation and context.

climatically (副词)



候

人 [rén] r.9 »man, person« radical
侯 [hóu] marquis, target [phon. element]
[àn] to look upward
   矢  [shı̆ ] r.111 »arrow« radical

air, weather, waiting, slope, distance, time,
breath, temper, mood, movement, target
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change [v|动]

变 [變] biàn [v|动]

➊ Make or become different: a proposal to

develop into sth. ➌ to change sth.

change the law 一个改法的提议 | a leaf just

beginning to change from green to gold
一张正在变从绿色到金色的叶

变

➋ take or use instead of: she decided to change
her name 她决定了改自己的名字
places 太阳和月亮互换了位子

➍ move to a different train, airplane or subway line
换车、换飞机等
➎ exchange (a sum of money) for the same
amount in smaller denominations or in coins, or
for different currency 换纸币到零钱、换钱

change [n|名]
➊ The act or instance of becoming different:
the change from a nomadic to an agricultural
society 从游牧到农业社会的变化 | environmental change 环境的变化

➋ an alteration or modification: a change came

➊ to change ➋ to

[luăn] »to say« ancient Chinese element
丝[sı̄] »silk«, double幺[yāo], r.120 »silk«
言[yán] r.149 »to speak«
 	 [suı̄] r.35 »to go slowly«

Words on the move, words changing
their place (meaning) slowly. The top
element is, similar to 曰 [yuē], alluding
to classical aphorisms such as by
Confucius.

➌ exchange, trade: the sun and the moon changed

变成   biàn chéng to turn into sth.

变电站 biàn diàn zhàn transformer station

变脸   biàn liăn to suddenly become hostile

变天   biàn tōng to be flexible/adaptive

变通   biàn tiān change in the weather pattern
变异   biàn yì variation, variability

改

găi [v|动] ➊ to change ➋ to change sth.

of loose change 一把松开的零钱

改

Middle English [中英语] from old French [古法语]

change [n | 名], changer [v | 动] from late Latin [迟拉丁文]
cambire ‘barter’ [互换、交换].

己 [jı̆] r.49 »self, personal« radical
 	 [suı̄] r.35 »to go slowly«

Compared to 变 [biàn], 改 [găi] refers
the process of change to oneself.

改道 găi dào to change one’s route
改革 găi gé reform

改悔 găi huı̆ to regret

改口 găi kŏu to correct oneself [speech]
改日 găi rì ‘some other time!’

改组 găi zŭ to reorganize sth.


换 [換] huàn [v|动]

change over (动): move from one system or

sth. ➋ to substitute/replace sth.

situation to another: crop farmers have to

change over to dairy farming 农民得变到牧民

换

change color (动) 变色
change of scene (名) 场景的变化

➊ to change/exchange

扌 [shŏu] r.64 »hand« radical
 	 [huàn] »numerous, brilliant« phon. elment

Right: a person lifted up by two hands.
Left: a »hand« radical. Is this hand
swift to change the actual constellation?

change over (动) 互相轮流
change one’s mind (动) 改自己的看法
changeability (名) 易变性
changeable (形容词) 可变的

换车 huàn chē to change the train/bus […]
换气 huàn qì to take a breather

换钱 huàn qián to change money

changeful (形容词) 多变的 ~fully (副词) 多变地
changeless (形容词) 不变的

变化 [變化] biàn huà [n|名]

变量   biàn liàng variable

变色龙 biàn sè lóng chameleon

➌ to improve/correct sth. ➍ to change over

Origin [来源]

Phrases/Derivates [句子、衍生]

      [sth./so. changes its/his/her face]

over his face 他的脸色变了

➌ coins as opposed to paper currency: a handful
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➊ change

➋ metamorphosis ➌ to affect on sth.
➍ to melt ➎ process of sth. ➏ chemistry

易 yì [n|名]

➊ easy ➋ friendly, accomodating

➌ to change, to exchange, trade

易

日 [rì] r.72 »sun« radical
勿 [wù] must not, without

Sun and moon together, the cosmic
course of the year at a glance:
勿 [wù] has developed from »moon«:
月 r.74 [yuè]. Similar to 明 [míng],
which means »bright«.

易经   yì jı̄ng the Book of Changes

易燃物 yì rán wù highly combustible material
贸易   mào yì trade
容易   róng yì easy

不容易 bù róng yì difficult, uneasy

化

人 [rén] r.9 »hand« radical
匕 [bı̄] r.21 »spoon«

In early times, the »spoon« radical
匕 [bī] was used as a female attribute,
as it is still the case in the character
牝 [pìn] (for animals: female), such as
牝马 [pìn mă] (mare). This could be
interpreted as a change of sign.

化合    huà hé chemical compound

化身   huà shēn incarnation, personofication
化石   huà shí fossil

化学    huà xué chemistry

化妆   huà zhuāng to put one’s makeup on
化装   huà zhuāng to dress up

城市化 chéng shì huà urbanization
美化   mĕi huà beautification

数字化 shù zì huà digitalization
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weather [n|名]

天气 [天氣] tiān qì [n|名]

➊ The state of the atmosphere at a place and

天 tiān [n|名]

sunshine, wind, rain, etc.: if the weather’s good,

➌ day ➍ weather ➎ nature ➏ heaven

可以漫步
➋ a report on such conditions as broadcast on

天

radio or television: 天气预报
➌ cold, wet and unpleasant or unpredictable
atmospheric conditions; the elements:
stone walls provide shelter from wind and
weather 石制墙提供风河天气的防护

天边
天才
天鹅

weather [v|动]

天河

➊ Wear away or change the appearance or

天下

black by his long outdoor life 为了他的长室外
生活，他的皮变过几乎黑色
➋ come safely through (a storm), withstand (a

➊ sky/firmament ➋ above

一 [yı̄] r.1 »one« radical
大 [dà] r.37 »self, personal« radical

A horizon so elevated that only the
»big« 大 [dà] is able to reach it. The
»one« radical 一 [yī] can also be
pointed as horizon.

tiān biàn horizon

tiān cái inherent talent
tiān é swan

tiān hé milky way, galaxy

tiān xià everything under the sky,
the world, China

texture of (something) by long exposure to the
atmosphere: his skin was weathered almost

culture [n|名]

文明 wén míng [n|名]

➊ The arts and other manifestations of human

time as regards heat, cloudiness, dryness,
we can go for a walk 天气好的话，我们就
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天灾

tiān zāi natural catastrophe

intellectual achievement regarded collectively:

文 wén ➊ script, character ➋ language

20th century pop culture 20世纪流行文化

➌ literary producing ➍ classical literature

• a refined understanding or appreciation of

language ➎ culture […]

this: men of culture 文明的人
• the customs, arts, social institutions, and
achievements of a particular nation, people,

culture 新兴的毒品文化

➋ biology: the cultivation of bacteria, tissue

文学
文艺

nutriants

文字

• the cultivation of plants: this variety of

weder, of German

origin; related to Dutch weer and German Wetter,
probably also to the noun wind.

wén xué literature

wén yì literature and arts
wén zì script, characters

明 míng ➊ bright ➋ clear ➌ open, bare

减轻的连作，这种生菜受欢迎的

➍ sharp-sighted ➎ cordial, honest

气 qì cf. p. XY
origin [来源]
, denoting a cultivated piece

[中英语]

明

of land): from French [法语] culture or directly

日 [rì] r.72 »sun« radical, formerly:
[jiŏng] »window« [Ancient Chinese]
月 [yuè] r.74 »moon«

Commonly believed to consist of »sun«
and »moon« (as an understandable
symbol of brightness), the original meaning is the moon, seen through a
window. The actually disused character
囧 has gained popularity as emoticon
in Taiwan and Hongkong (meaning
»painful«).

Phrases/Derivates [句子、衍生]
[日耳曼]

wén shēn tattoo

lettuce is popular for its ease of culture 由于它

from Latin [拉丁文] culture ‘growing, cultivation’

Old English

文身

cells, etc., in an artificial medium containing

试工业的审出经济衰退的能力

[古英语]

wén gāo copy (manuscript)

Pictogram: a person engraving
characters into a surface

• the attitudes and behavior characteristic
of a particular social group: the emerging drug

Middle English

origin [来源]

文稿

or social group: Chinese culture 中国文化

difficulty or danger): this year has tested

industry’s ability to weather recession 今年尝

文

r.67 »literature, culture« radical

culture-bound (形容词) 依赖文化的
culture shock (名) 文化休克
cultured (形容词) 文明的
明白

míng bái clear, understand
míng kuài serene

Phrases/Derivates [句子、衍生]

明快

under the weather (形容词): slightly unwell or

明显

in low spirits 心不在焉

明信片 míng xìn piàn post card
明珠

8

míng xiàn obvious

míng zhū brilliant pearl, jewel
9
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art [n|名]
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艺术 [藝術] yì shù [n|名]

sustainability [n|名]

可持续性 [可持續性] kĕ chí xù xìng [n|名]

艺 yì [藝] [n|名]

sustain [v|动]

可 kĕ ➊ ability of sth. ➋ approve sth. […]

➊ The expression or appreciation of human
creative skill and imagination, producing works

➊ skills ➋ art

to be appreciated primarily for their beauty
or emotional power: the art of the Renaissance
文艺复兴的艺术 | great art is concerned with

➊ Strengthen or support physically or mentally:

艺

moral imperfections 伟大的艺术从事品性的贫乏
• works produced by such skill and

艹 [căo] r.140 »grass« radical
[yì] art [ancient Chinese]
[kē] clod of earth, land
乙 [yı̆] r.5 »the second« radical
扌 [shŏu] r.64 »hand« radical

this thought has sustained him throughout
the years 长年这一思想休养了他

现代艺术汇 | an art critic 艺术评论家

extended period or without interruption:
several years of sustained economic growth 几年

➋ (the arts) the various branches of creative
dance: the visual arts 视觉的艺术 | the art
of photography 摄影艺术

➌ (arts) subjects of study primarily concerned

艺名

yì míng pseudonym, pen name

术 shù [術] [n|名]

literature, and history (as contrasted with
scientific or technical subjects): the belief that
the arts and sciences were incompatible
艺术和科学是不一致的信念
➍ a skill doing a specified thing, typically one
aquired through practice: the art of conversation 会话的艺术
origin [来源]
Middle English [中英语] via Old French [古法语] from

➌ conduct sth. ➍ resist sth.

术语
医术

持

手 [shŏu] r.64 »hand« radical
寺 [sı̄] court, office, temple

可爱

chí jiā to housekeep, household

➋ undergo or suffer (sth. unpleasant)
➌ uphold, affirm, or confirm the justice or validity

术

可知性 kĕ zhı̄ xìng perceptibility

持 chí ➊ hold sth. ➋ sustain sth.

office 他的身体使能够他持续办公室的负担

➋ method, policy, tactics
行 [xíng] r.144 »travel« radical
[zhú] thistle [only used in composites]

of: the allegations of discrimination were
sustained 歧视的断言被持续了的

»Thistle« 术 [zhú] actually denotes
白术 [bái zhú], Largehead Atractylodes
Rhizome, of which the root is still
used medically. The »travel« radical
alludes trade, use, eﬀectivity […]

origin [来源]
Middle English

: from Old French

[中英语]

[古法语]

续

糸 [mì] r.120 »silk« radical
|卖 [mài] to sell sth. (element)

续集

xù jí sequel to sth. (book, film)

‘from below’ + tenere ‘hold’

yı̄ shù medicine

sustainable [adj | 形容词]

艺术家 yì shù jiā artist

艺术节 yì shù jié art festival

To conduct an office or temple […]

续 [續] xù ➊ continuous, continue ➋ add sth.

soustenir, from Latin [拉丁文] sustinere, from sub-

shù yŭ technical expression

The responsibility of an adult, maturity

• bear (the weight of an object) without
enable him to sustain the heavy burden of

➊ skills, proficiency

口 [kŏu] r.30 »mouth« radical
丁 [dı̄ng] adult

持续的经济发展
breaking or falling: his health will no longer

with the process and products of human
creativity and social life, such as languages,

可

• cause to continue or be prolonged for an

A piece of clay is being formed.
The »cloud« radical 云 [yún] has been
added later.

imagination: his collection of modern art 他的

activity, such as painting, music, literature, and

Pocket Dictionary
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Mushrooms (圥 [lù]) are presented in
a window (囧 [jiǒng]) and sold for
money (贝 [bèi]). Does »silk« (糸 [mì])
denote the process of manufacture?

• able to be maintained at a certain rate or level:

Latin [拉丁文] ars, art-

sustainable fusion reactions 可持续的原

性 xìng ➊ nature of sth. ➋ (medical) effect

子核反应

➌ rightness ➍ gender, sex

• ecology (esp. of development, exploitation, or
by avoiding depletion of natural resources

性

心 [xı̄n] r.61 »heart« radical
生 [shēng] r.100 »life« radical

› sustainability 可持续性

性子

xìng zi temperament, temper

Phrases/Derivates [句子、衍生]

agriculture): conserving an ecological balance

art for art’s sake 艺术为了艺术
art is long, life is short 艺术长、生活短
art of war 兵法

10

→

Heart and life, aspects of nature in life
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Connotations on the web

概念的网上涵义

3C

Vereinte Nationen
Intergovernmental

Avoiding

人类

保护
Kleeberg
Taskforce

Change

on

Connotations on the web

概念的网上涵义

地球

Montréal

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

影响
Consulting

变化

Climate

暖

环境

应对

排放

温室
气候

Erwärmung

Experiment

适应

and

气体

Recovery
GRACE

变

Jianli
Exchange

全球

Sandor

Gravity

能源

Research
European

ECX

Kathrin Ganser | (德) 甘佳琳

联合国

source | 出典: wortschatz.uni-leipzig.de [thesaurus web portal by Leipzig University | 莱比锡大学的词汇入口网站]
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Connotations on the web

概念的网上涵义

圈

请
Capital Partners
考试
Partners

访间

Vote
供

Capital
频道

论坛

敬请
变化

CCP

of

for

Change

说明
调整

权威
为准

on
不断
Climate

新郎网
参考

Panel
Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change
IPCC

Kathrin Ganser | (德) 甘佳琳

Intergovernmental

source | 出典: wortschatz.uni-leipzig.de [thesaurus web portal by Leipzig University | 莱比锡大学的词汇入口网站]
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project days

产业
Prix-Europa

on

Council
Konferenz

网络
建设

精神
Club

Hurt

Really

Free

80er

to

Want

youth culture

Boy George
Culture

the

Road

George

Do

Me
Band

文化

交流

一种

Sänger

The

教育

for

and
of

活动

社会

Boy

影响

Millionendeals

You
Football

生活
传统

Kathrin Ganser | (德) 甘佳琳

Clash

艺术
中心

source | 出典: wortschatz.uni-leipzig.de [thesaurus web portal by Leipzig University | 莱比锡大学的词汇入口网站]
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Master of Arts
Bachelor
招生

类

Fine
Contemporary Fine Arts

院校

录取

本科

考生
contemporary

专业

of

学院

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences

表演

and

Academy
Sciences

音乐

Motion

Electronic

电影

艺术

Arts

Electronic Arts

作品

Picture

敬请

设计

Kathrin Ganser | (德) 甘佳琳

EA

文化

source | 出典: wortschatz.uni-leipzig.de [thesaurus web portal by Leipzig University | 莱比锡大学的词汇入口网站]
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Pseudo-Scientific Diagrams

Roman Wilhelm | (德) 罗小弟
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Art and climate (change) perception: Outline of a phenomenology of climate
Citations from an article by Julien Knebusch (Paris)
/// Until recently, in consumer societies, the weather forecast has mainly been used for the organization of one’s leisure, and “talking about the weather” has a social function. It is no surprise, then, that
the science of meteorology is still believed to be one of the last “objective” sciences.
/// Art could help us questioning our perceptions and relationships to climate and its modifications.
Artistic explorations should not be restricted to illustrating our scientific discoveries as in contemporary
climate change showcases.
/// Since the end of the 1960s a phenomenology of atmospheres has been developed in Germany
but it didn’t analyze the natural climate as an atmospheric phenomenon and rather concentrated on
ambiences (“artificial” indoor ambiences) and feelings (taste and atmosphere). Only recently a
phenomenology of weather has been outlined.
/// Climate exists as such only for a corporal and sensitive being and can be regarded, phenomenologically speaking, as a landscape. Landscape does not exist in nature without the eye which grasps
an expanse of land as a landscape.
/// Climate is thus a multidimensional phenomenon in which are combined the contributions of nature,
culture, history and geography, but also the imaginary and the symbolic.
/// Prior to further investigation, it is important to distinguish the notion of climate from the one of
weather. Roman languages, as French, share the disadvantage not to have an equivalent for the word
“weather” derived from the ancient Germanic form “weora” and refering to a temporary state of
the atmosphere. The French word “temps” refers as well to the diachronic time as well as to meteorological time. In German, “Wetter” has given rise to a series of interesting words for characterizing
our relationship to the atmosphere such as the adjective “wetterfühlig” expressing our sensitivity to
climate or the verb “wittern” which refers to a sense or sensing of the atmosphere and which exists
also in the reflexive form since the 16th century : “sich wittern” to signify what is revealing itself
atmosphericaly in the same way as when we say that “something is in the air”.
/// When I say that we have “autumnal weather” this feeling may have been provoked by a sensation
of modification of space (in my case autumnal weather is associated with a large light, fresh weather,
and an expanding space). But, when I have this kind of reflection (“It’s autumnal weather”), I do not
refer my meteorological sensation (of luminosity and temperature) to a series of past meteorological
conditions to realize that I am in autumn.
/// Feeling climate is feeling life, feeling our life. Climate refers to an experience of a certain constancy
of time, this means that it is made of our confidence in this constancy. Climate feeling is contrasting
our meteorological sensation because through this feeling our affective experience of meteorological
conditions resonates with our broader real-life experience. Therefore climate sensing refers to affective
tonalities of the different phases of our life.
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/// The feeling of climate is also the feeling of an atmosphere, in other words the feeling of a larger
reality. The location of climate sensation is indefinite, i.e. it is in and out of myself at the same time,
a situation which is very well expressed by the German word Stimmung. As Gernot Böhme (2003)
pointed it out about weather feeling, the feeling of climate is also sensation of a modification of space
with blurred borders.
/// We do not experience the passage of seaons as being more or less in Summer or Autumn for
example. This is because we experiene seasons as atmospheres which are bathing us. I do not experience “gradients” of Summer or Autumn which could be established from a scientific point of view.
One is in a season (or a half season) by and through its middle. Climate sensation as middle sensation
is probably due to the fact that climate is experienced as a relatively closed unit(y) (in the paradoxical
sense that it is infinitely open) and that the climate sensation – as well as the weather sensation – has
a radical singular and regional aspect.
/// Climate change is a global concept used to evoke a phenomenon which operates at a large geographical and temporal scale, and which presents particular difficulties to its perception. We can confer
this phenomenon a certain visibility by introducing a multidisciplinary approach of it in our university
programs, which is often not the case yet. There would be much to say about this subject but we
will remain here at a very general level by concentrating on the distinction between social (collective)
perception and direct (individual) perception of climate change and the intrinsic difficulties of such
perceptions.  
/// From a phenomenological point of view we prefer to speak about climate and its modifications,
fluctuations and changes rather than of climate change. Indeed, generally speaking we do not experience climate change (in its scientific, political and theological sense), but we acknowledge changes,
modifications and fluctuations of climate.
/// Climate change is a global concept used to evoke a phenomenon which operates at a large geographical and temporal scale, and which presents particular difficulties to its perception. We can confer
this phenomenon a certain visibility by introducing a multidisciplinary approach of it in our university
programs, which is often not the case yet. There would be much to say about this subject but we
will remain here at a very general level by concentrating on the distinction between social (collective)
perception and direct (individual) perception of climate change and the intrinsic difficulties of such
perceptions.  
/// Climate reveals itself only in time and space condensations. Per se, climate and meteorology are
planetary phenomena, but our experience of these phenomena is local, rarely planetary. We do not
sense the horizontal dissipative structures defined by Ilya Prigogine: we may only know them. I cannot
sense the interdependant phenomenon by which the flapping of butterfly wings in China, during a year
rich of butterflies, does provoke a hurricane in North America.
/// The space we experience when we experience weather or climate is a local space according to the
German phenomenologist Gernot Böhme: “the difficulty which consists in grasping a totality – that is
weather – through a given and finite number of parameters, is also linked to the fact that weather has
something radically singular and regional…”.
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